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PrefaeThe meeting is devoted to a rapidly growing area of nonloal and abstrat paraboliequations. There is a range of phenomena whose models employ suh equations, maybe inan impliit way. The presentations are onentrated around the following spei� topis.
• The motion of inompressible �uid, the nonloal harater of equations desribingits motion is well-known. Namely, this is implied by the onstraint div u = 0.
• Equations governing the singular weighted mean urvature �ow are another exam-ple.
• Models of hemotaxis, whih play a signi�ant role in the mathematial modelsin biology.
• Free boundary problems with the Gibbs-Thomson law, they are in fat mean ur-vature �ows oupled to a di�usion �eld.
• Reent development of the reation-di�usion system and their appliations. In par-tiular the link between them and the free boundary problems is provided by sin-gular limits of RD systems is exposed.We plan to publish a volume of the proeedings of the onferene in the Banah CenterPubliations series. This however, depends upon a su�ient number of ontributingauthors. All partiipants interested in submitting an original paper (not longer than,say, 20 pages) are invited. However, we request a delaration of intention to be sent overthe e-mail to:Piotr Muha muha�hydra.mimuw.edu.pl or Piotr Rybka rybka�hydra.mimuw.edu.pl.All papers will be refereed.
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1 On a Di�use Interfae Model for Two-Phase Flows of Visous,Inompressible Fluids with Mathed DensitiesHelmut AbelsMax Plank InstituteLeipzig, Germanyabels�mis.mpg.deIn this presentation we disuss a "di�use interfae model" for the �ow of two visousinompressible Newtonian �uids of the same density in a bounded domain. Suh modelswere introdued to desribe the �ow when singularities in the interfae, whih sepa-rates the �uids, (droplet formation/oalesene) our. The �uids are assumed to bemarosopially immisible, but a partial mixing in a small interfaial region is assumedin the model. Moreover, di�usion of both omponents is taken into aount. This leadsto a oupled Navier-Stokes/Cahn-Hilliard system, for whih we prove existene of weaksolutions in two and three spae dimensions for a lass of physial relevant and singularfree energy densities. Moreover, we present some results on regularity and uniquenessof weak solutions. In partiular, we obtain that unique �strong� solutions exist in twodimensions globally in time and in three dimensions loally in time. Finally, it is possibleto show that any weak solution onverges as t→ ∞ to a solution of the stationary system.
zzzzzzzzz2 Singular Perturbations of Mean Curvature FlowGiovanni BellettiniUniversità di Roma "Tor Vergata"Roma, ItalyGiovanni.Bellettini�lnf.infn.itWe onsider a regularization method for mean urvature �ow of a submanifold of ar-bitrary odimension in the Eulidean spae, through higher order equations. The mainresult shows that suh regularized problems onverge to the mean urvature �ow for alltimes before the �rst singularity.
zzzzzzzzz
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3 Self-similar solutions of a paraboli system of hemotaxisPiotr BilerUniwerstytet WroªawskiWroªaw, Polandbiler�math.uni.wro.plWe onsider solutions of paraboli system of hemotaxis
∂u

∂t
= ∇ · (∇u− u∇v), x ∈ R

2, t > 0, (1)
τ
∂v

∂t
= ∆v + u, x ∈ R

2, t > 0, (2)with τ ≥ 0, generalizing the paraboli-ellipti Patlak-Keller-Segel system with τ = 0.Existene of self-similar solutions is studied for ontrol parameter M ≡
∫

R2 u(x, t)dxin an interval [0,Mτ ). The role of self-similar solutions in a desription of the long timebehavior of general solutions is also investigated.
zzzzzzzzz4 Quasilinear non-uniformly paraboli-ellipti system of hemo-taxis, ritial exponent for existene of global-in-time solu-tionsTomasz Cie±lakMathematial Institute, PASWarsaw, PolandT.Cieslak�impan.gov.plIn my talk I would like to study a system

ut = ∇ · (α(u)∇u− u∇v)

0 = ∆v −M + u

∫

U

u = 0under Neumann boundary onditions in a bounded domain, α(u) → 0 when u → ∞.We shall show ritial exponent for the deay(growth) of α below whih there is blow-upin �nite time and above whih there are global-in-time uniformly bounded solutions.The talk is based on the ommon paper with M.Winkler.
zzzzzzzzz
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5 Existene, uniqueness and approximation of a doubly degen-erate nonlinear paraboli systemKlaus DekelnikUniveristät MagdeburgMagdeburg, GermanyKlaus.Dekelnik�Mathematik.Uni-Magdeburg.DEWe onsider the following nonlinear paraboli system
∂u

∂t
− c∆u = −f(u) v in Ω × (0, T ),

∂v

∂t
−∇ · (b(u)∇[ψ(v)] ) = θf(u) v in Ω × (0, T )subjet to no �ux boundary onditions, and non-negative initial data u0 and v0 on uand v. Here we assume that c > 0, θ ≥ 0 and that f ∈ C0,1

loc ([0,∞)) is inreasing with
f(0) = 0. The system is possibly doubly-degenerate in that b ∈ C1,1

loc ([0,∞)) is only non-negative, and ψ ∈ C1([0,∞)) ∩ C2((0,∞)) is onvex, stritly inreasing with ψ(0) = 0and possibly ψ′(0) = 0. The above models the spatiotemporal evolution of a bateriumon a thin �lm of nutrient, where u is the nutrient onentration and v is the baterialell density. Under some further mild tehnial assumptions on b and ψ, we prove theexistene and uniqueness of a weak solution to the above system. Moreover, we proveerror bounds for a fully pratial �nite element approximation of this system. This isjoint work with John Barrett (Imperial College London).
zzzzzzzzz6 On the e�etive boundary onditions on domains with roughboundariesEduard FeireislCzeh Aademy of SienesPraha, Czeh Republifeireisl�math.as.zWe shall disuss the problem of e�etive or asymptoti boundary onditions to be sat-is�ed by solutions to a system of partial di�erential equations posed on domains, theboundary of whih varies with a ertain small parameter ǫ. The limit problem inludingthe resulting boundary onditions is identi�ed for ǫ→ 0. Several appliations, in parti-ular the ase of the so-alled Navier (partial) slip boundary onditions, are disussed.
zzzzzzzzz11



7 Evolution Equations with Almost Periodi Initial DataYoshikazu GigaUniversity of TokyoTokyo, Japanlabgiga�ms.u-tokyo.a.jpIt is rather lear that the solution is periodi if it is initially periodi provided thatthe evolution equation under study is well-posed and translation invariant. It is less ob-vious to see that almost periodiity is preserved under slightly stronger assumptions.We are interested in evolution of the frequeny set when initial data is almost periodi.We onsider suh a problem for the Navier-Stokes equations and other evolution equa-tions. A typial results is that frequeny set is ontained in the same vetor spae overthe �eld of rational numbers as that of initial data.
zzzzzzzzz8 The Leray-Shauder �xed point index as a tool in provingstability of steady statesMaria GokieliUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, PolandM.Gokieli�im.edu.plWe onsider an abstrat paraboli equation of reation-di�usion type posed on a domainwhih geometry is governed by a small parameter δ. We are interested in establishingthe main properties of the dynamis as a funtion of this parameter, and in this aim westudy the attrator's properties, in partiular stability of steady states. We use a per-turbation method, and prove that for small δ the stability properties do not di�er fromthe singular ase δ = 0. In the hyperboli ase, we are able to ount the steady states.
zzzzzzzzz9 Evolution of polyhedral rystalPrzemysªaw GórkaTehnial University of WarsawWarsaw, PolandP.Gorka�mini.pw.edu.plWe onsider a system modeling evolution of a single rystal grown from vapor. We a-ount for vapor di�usion equation and Gibbs-Thomson relation on the rystal surfae.We also assume that the veloity of the growing rystal is determined by the normal12



derivative of onentration of vapor at the surfae, it the so-alled Stefan ondition.We show loal in time existene of solutions assuming that the initial rystal has admis-sible shape.
zzzzzzzzz10 On the singular limit of some reation-di�usion systemsDanielle HilhorstUniversité Paris XIOrsay, FraneDanielle.Hilhorst�math.u-psud.frWe onsider an Allen-Cahn type equation of the form ut = ∆u+ε−2f ε(x, t, u), where ε isa small parameter and f ε a bistable nonlinearity assoiated with a double-well potentialwhose well-depths an be slightly unbalaned. Given a rather general initial data u0 thatis independent of ε, we perform a rigorous analysis of both the generation and the motionof interfaes. More preisely we show that the solution develops a steep transition layerwithin the time sale of order ε2| ln ε|, and that the layer obeys the law of motion thatoinides with the formal asymptoti limit within an error margin of order ε. This isan optimal estimate that has not been known before for solutions with general initialdata, even in the ase where gε ≡ 0.Next we onsider systems of reation-di�usion equations of the form

{

ut = ∆u+ ε−2 f ε(u, v)

vt = D∆v + h(u, v),whih inlude the FitzHugh-Nagumo system as a speial ase. Given a rather generalinitial data (u0, v0), we show that the omponent u develops a steep transition layer andthat all the above-mentioned results remain true for the u-omponent of these systems.This is joint work with Matthieu Alfaro and Hiroshi Matano.
zzzzzzzzz11 Periodi solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations arounda rotating obstaleToshiaki HishidaNiigata UniversityNiigata, Japanhishida�eng.niigata-u.a.jpWe study the motion of a visous inompressible �uid �lling the whole 3-dimensionalspae exterior to a rigid body, that is rotating with onstant angular veloity ω, under13



the ation of external fore. By using a frame attahed to the body, the equations areredued to
∂tu+ u · ∇u = ∆u+ (ω × x) · ∇u− ω × u−∇p+ f, div u = 0in a �xed exterior domain D with boundary ondition u|∂D = ω × x. Given f ∈

BUC(R; Ẇ−1
3/2,∞(D)), we onsider this problem in D × R and prove that there existsa unique solution u ∈ BUC(R;L3,∞(D)) when f and |ω| are su�iently small. If, in par-tiular, the external fore for the original problem is independent of t, then f is periodiwith period 2π/|ω|. In this situation, as a orollary of our result, we obtain a periodisolution with the same period.

zzzzzzzzz12 Loal existene and uniqueness for one-dimensional tumorinvasion modelAkio ItoUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, Polandaito�hiro.kindai.a.jpIn this talk, we onsider the simpli�ed and modi�ed one-dimensional tumor invasionmodel whih was originally proposed in Chaplain and Anderson. We show the loal ex-istene and uniqueness of solutions to our tumor invation system. By introduing a newfuntion, we sueed in showing that our system an be rewritten into the (nonlinear)seond-order PDE. Roughly speaking, our system is not a system no longer. And thisfat is quite essential to show the loal existene of solutions to our tumor invasion model.
zzzzzzzzz13 Appliations of the abstrat theory on paraboli variationalinequalitiesRisei KanoChiba UniversityChiba Japanrisei�graduate.hiba-u.jpReently, paraboli variational inequalities have been studied and an existene result wasobtained in an abstrat form. Here we give its appliation to obstale problem in whihthe onstraint funtions depend on the unknown in a non loal way.For example, let Ω be a bounded domain in R

N , 1 ≤ N <∞, with smooth boundary
Γ := ∂Ω. Furthermore, let kc(·) be a Lipshitz ontinuous funtion on R with bounded14



Lipshitz ontinuous derivative k′c(·) on R. Let δ0 > 0, f ∈ L2(−δ0, T ;L2(Ω)), and
u0 ∈W 1,2(−δ0, 0;L2(Ω)) ∩ L∞(−δ0, 0;L2(Ω)).Then our problem is to �nd suh u ∈W 1,2(−δ0, T ;L2(Ω)) that

u ≥ kc

(
∫ T

0

∫

Ω

ρ(s, x, u(x, s))dxds

) a.e. on (0, T ),

∫ T

0

∫

Ω

(u′ + ∆u− f)(u− w)dxdt ≤ 0,

∀w ∈W 1,2(−δ0, T ;L2(Ω)), w ≥ kc

(
∫ T

0

∫

Ω

ρ(s, x, u(x, s))dxds

) a.e. on (0, T ).

u = u0 on [−δ0, 0]where ρ be a bounded smooth funtion Ω̄ × [0, t] × R.
zzzzzzzzz14 On onvergene of solutions of fratal Burgers equation to-ward rarefation wavesGrzegorz KarhUniwersytet WroªawskiWroªaw, Polandkarh�math.uni.wro.plIn the talk, I will present my reent work, joint with Changxing Miao and XiaojingXu from Beijing, on the large time behavior of solutions of the Cauhy problem for theone dimensional fratal Burgers equation ut + (−∂2

x)
α/2u + uux = 0 with α ∈ (1, 2).We showed that if the nondereasing initial datum approahes the onstant states u±(u− < u+) as x → ±∞, respetively, then the orresponding solution onverges towardthe rarefation wave, i.e. the unique entropy solution of the Riemann problem for thenonvisous Burgers equation.

zzzzzzzzz
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15 Reent Development Paraboli Quasi-Variational Inequali-tiesNobuyuki KenmohiChiba UniversityChiba, Japankenmohi�faulty.hiba-u.jpIn this talk we disuss a lass of paraboli quasi-variational inequalities of the form
u′(t) + ∂ϕt(u; u(t)) ∋ f(t), 0 < t < T, in X∗,

u(t) = u0(t) for − δ0 ≤ t ≤ 0, inXunder the following setting: X is a real re�exive Banah spae ompatly embeddedin a real Hilbert spae H , so X ⊂ H ⊂ X∗, where X∗ is the dual of X and δ0 and T are�xed positive numbers; ϕs(v; z), −δ0 ≤ s ≤ t, is a proper l.s.. onvex funtion in z on
X for v belonging to a suitable lass of funtions from [−δ0, t] into X in whih ϕs(v; ·)depends ontinuously on v in a non-loal way; u0 is a presribed initial funtion givenon [−δ0, 0].As a simple example shows, the existene question for the above type of quasi-variational inequalities are quite deliate. We shall give su�ient onditions for theexistene of a loal in time solution of our problem. Moreover, in order to illustrateour onditions we apply our abstrat result to a onrete obstale problem having theobstale depending on the unknown funtion.

zzzzzzzzz16 A quasisteady Stefan problem with surfae tension and ki-neti underoolingCarlheinz KneiselUniversity of HannoverHannover, GermanyKneisel�ifam.uni-hannover.deThe Stefan problem is a model of phase transition in solid-liquid systems. This aountsfor heat di�usion in eah phase and exhange of latent heat at the solid-liquid interfae.Its strong formulation is a free boundary problem, sine the interfae evolution is a prioriunknown. We study a one-phase quasisteady Stefan problem with surfae tension andkineti underooling. We show that lassial solutions exist globally and tend to spheresexponentially fast, provided that they are lose to a sphere initially. Our analysis is basedon enter manifold theory and on maximal regularity.AMS Subjet Classifiation: 35R35, 35B35.Keywords: Stefan problem, free boundary problem, enter manifold.
zzzzzzzzz16



17 Stability analysis of phase boundary motion by surfae dif-fusion with triple juntionYoshihito KohsakaMuroran Institute of TehnologyMuroran, Japankohsaka�mmm.muroran-it.a.jpThe motion of the phase boundary by the geometrial evolution law in a bounded do-main Ω ⊂ R
2 is studied in this talk. We onsider the surfae di�usion �ow equationwhih is denoted by V = −mγ κss. Here V is the normal veloity of the interfae, κ isthe urvature of the interfae, s is the ar-length parameter along the interfae, m > 0is the mobility onstant, and γ > 0 is the onstant onerning the surfae energy of theinterfae. The basi properties of this geometrial evolution law are H−1-gradient �owstruture for the total length of the interfae and the area-preserving property for thedomain surrounded by the interfaes. Also, it is known that this geometrial evolutionlaw is derived as the sharp interfae limit of a Cahn-Hilliard equation with degeneratemobility.Our goal in this talk is to derive riteria of the linearized stability of stationary so-lutions for the three-phase boundary motion by surfae di�usion with triple juntion.It will be shown by investigating the sign of eigenvalues for the eigenvalue problem or-responding to the linearized problem around the stationary solutions.

zzzzzzzzz18 Navier-Stokes equations in 2D exterior domainsPaweª KonieznyUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, Polandkoniezny�hydra.mimuw.edu.plI would like to present some results on existene of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equa-tions onsidered in exterior domain Ω = R
2 \ B, where B ⊂ R

2 is a simply-onnetedbounded domain. On the boundary ∂Ω we impose slip boundary onditions, i.e.
~n · T(v, p) · ~τ + f(v · ~τ ) = 0, (3)where T(v, p) is the Cauhy stress tensor, f is a positive frition oe�ient, v is theveloity of the �uid, p - orresponding pressure and ~n, ~τ are respetively the normal andtangential vetor to boundary ∂Ω and we also assume that the veloity tends to data atin�nity.The slip boundary onditions do not give us full information about veloity on theboundary, like it is the ase in Dirihlet boundary onditions. However our problem ad-mits an existene of weak solutions without restrition on smallness of the data. A di�er-ent approah is needed. We reformulate our problem in terms of the vortiity α = rot v,17



where the slip boundary onditions beome the Dirihlet relations on α. Then we areable to show the existene of solutions to our problem.Moreover, I would like to present a problem one enounters when trying to reoverthe whole information about the veloity from α. This problem does not our in higherdimensions.
zzzzzzzzz19 Poisson equation in weighted spaeAdam KubiaTehnial University of WarsawWarsaw, Poland& Military University of TehnologyWarsaw, PolandA.Kubia�mini.pw.edu.plWe onsider Poisson equation in weighted spae H2

µ(R3), where the weight is a power ofthe distane from a distinguish axis. We demonstrate for whih real exponent µ there area priori estimates for the solutions of Poisson equation. We also alulate the dimensionof kernel an o-kernel of the Laplae operator for non integer value of µ.
zzzzzzzzz20 Non-di�usive large time behaviour for a degenerate paraboliequation with gradient absorptionPhilippe LaurençotUniversité Toulouse 3Toulouse, Franelaureno�mip.ups-tlse.frWe investigate the large time behaviour of non-negative weak solutions u to the Cauhyproblem

∂tu− div (|∇u|p−2 ∇u
)

+ |∇u|q = 0 , (t, x) ∈ (0,∞) × R
N , (4)

u(0) = u0 , x ∈ R
N , (5)the initial ondition being bounded, ontinuous, and ompatly supported, and the pa-rameters p and q ranging in (2,∞) and (1, p − 1], respetively. For p ∈ (1, p − 1), thepositivity set P(t) := {x ∈ R

N , u(t, x) > 0} of u(t) inreases to a bounded subset
P∞ of R

N . The solution to (4), (5) then onverges towards a self-similar solution to theHamilton-Jaobi equation ∂tz + |∇z|q = 0 whih is uniquely determined by P∞. For
q = p − 1, the positivity set expands and eventually onverges to R

N . The large time18



behaviour is self-similar and still given by a self-similar solution to the Hamilton-Jaobiequation ∂tz + |∇z|q = 0, but with a di�erent time sale (joint works with Juan LuisVázquez, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain)
zzzzzzzzz21 Mehanisms of pattern formation in degenerated reation-di�usion systemsAnna Mariniak-CzohraUniversität HeidelbergHeidelberg, GermanyAnna.Mariniak�iwr.uni-heidelberg.deDynamis of multiellular systems is ontroled by the dynamis of intraellular signallingpathways and ell-to-ell ommuniation. The desription of biologial proesses oftenleads to nonlinear dynamial models with multiple steady states, whih di�er from theusual reation-di�usion systems. Also, proesses ontaining swithing between di�er-ent pathways or states lead to new types of mathematial models, whih onsist ofnonlinear partial di�erential equations of di�usion, transport and reations, oupledwith dynamial systems ontrolling the transitions. In this talk I onsider a systems ofreation-di�usion equations oupled with ordinary di�erential equations and approahthe question of possible mehanisms of the formation of spatially heterogeneous stru-tures. I study two mehanisms of pattern formation, di�usion-driven instability andhysteresis-driven mehanism, and demonstrate their possibilities and onstraints in ex-planation of di�erent aspets of struture formation in ell systems. Depending on thetype of nonlinearities I show the existene of spatially inhomogeneous stationary solu-tion of periodi type, the maxima and minima of whih may be of the spike or plateautype, and the existene of transition layer solutions. These onepts are basi for theexplanation of the morphogenesis of the fresh water polyp, hydra as well as growth ofearly lung aners.
zzzzzzzzz22 Numerial simulation of di�erential inlusions, appliationto the modelling of rowd motionBertrand MauryUniversité Paris XIOrsay, FraneBertrand.Maury�math.u-psud.fr
zzzzzzzzz19



23 A ariature of a singular urvature �ow in the planePiotr B. Muha & Piotr RybkaUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, Polandmuha�hydra.mimuw.edu.plrybka�hydra.mimuw.edu.plWe study a simplifying version of the singular weighted mean urvature �ow in theplane. The equation preserves the singular harater of the original system and behaveroughly like
ut − δ0(ux)uxx = 0.We show existene and uniqueness of weak solutions. Our main results are on preiseregularity of a lass of solutions whih we all `almost lassial'. We study formation of�at faets, their interation and asymptoti behavior.
zzzzzzzzz24 Ellipti quasi-variational inequalities and appliationsYusuke MuraseChiba UniversityChiba Japanym�graduate.hiba-u.jpLet X be a re�exive real Banah spae, X∗ be its dual spae. We denote by < ·, · > theduality pairing between X∗ and X. Let K(u) be a bounded losed onvex subset of X,whih depend on u ∈ X and g∗ ∈ X∗, and A be a mapping from X into X∗. We onsiderthe following problem P (g∗) whih is alled "Quasi-variational inequality"

u ∈ K(u), u∗ ∈ A(u);

< u∗ − g∗, u− v >≤ ∀v ∈ K(u)If Ã : X ×X → X satis�es (SM1) and (SM2) then Ã is alled semimonotone.(SM1) ∀v ∈ X, Ã(v, ·) : D(Ã(v, ·)) → X∗ is maximal monotone(SM2) {vn} ⊂ X, vn → v weakly in X ⇒ ∀u∗ ∈ Ã(u, v), ∃{u∗n} ∈ X∗ suh that
{

{u∗n} ∈ Ã(un, v) ∀n = 1, 2, ...
u∗n → u∗ in X∗ (n→ ∞),

(6)Theorem Let Ã : X×X → X be semimonotone and bounded, K0 be a bounded losedonvex subset of X, {K(v)|v ∈ X} be a family of non-empty bounded losed onvexsubsets of X and K(v) ⊂ K0 for ∀v ∈ K0. Let A(u) = Ã(u, u) for any u ∈ X, andassume that
(K1) {vn} ⊂ K0, vn → v weakly in X20



⇒ ∀w ∈ K(v)∃{wn} ∈ X suh that wn ∈ K(vn), wn → w in X

(K2) vn → v weakly in X,wn ∈ K(vn), wn → w weakly in X

⇒ w ∈ K(v)Then for ∀g∗ ∈ X, problem P (g∗) has at least one solution.Appliations (Gradient Obstale Problem)Let Ω ∈ R
N be a bounded domain with smooth boundary, and 1 < p < ∞. We put

X = W 1,p
0 (Ω). Let ai : Ω×R×R

N → R(i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N), and kc(·) : R → R+. Then thefollowing Quasi-variational inequality has at least one solution u.






|∇u| ≤ kc(u) a.e. on Ω
∑N

i=1

∫

Ω
ai(x, u,∇u)(

∂u
∂xi

− ∂v
∂xi

)dx+
∫

Ω
a0(x, u,∇u)(u− v)dx ≤

∫

Ω
f(u− v)dxfor ∀v ∈ X, |∇v| ≤ kc(u) a.e. on Ω

(7)under some assumptions on ai(·, ·, ·) and kc(·).This is a mathematial model for elasti-plasti torsion problem for viso-elasti ma-terials in R
3, and kc(·) represents threshold value for |∇u| of displaement u.

zzzzzzzzz25 On the Mathematial Problems Arising from the Motionof a Visous Fluid Around a Rotating bodySarka NeasováCzeh Aademy of SienesPraha, Czeh Republimatus�math.as.zThe motion of one or several rigid bodies in a visous inompressible �uid has beena topi of numerial theoretial and numerial studies. Over last 40 years the study ofthe motion of small partiles in a visous liquid has beome one of the main fouses ofthe applied researh. The presene of the partiles a�ets the �ow of the liquid, and interm, a�ets the motion of the partiles, so that the problem of determining the �owharateristis is highly oupled. It is just the latter feature that makes any fundamentalmathematial problem related to the liquid-partile interation a partiularly halleng-ing. We would like to disuss the mathematial analysis of ertain aspets of partilesedimentation. We assume that the liquid �lls the whole spae, in aordane with thefat that, as established by experiments "wall e�ets" play no role on the preferred orien-tation of the partiles. The mathematial analysis of the partile sedimentation is basedon the onept of free fall of the body B in a liquid L. To investigate the asymptotibehaviour of weak or strong solutions, the knowledge of the asymptotial struture ofsteady solutions is of the fundamental importane, and we will onsider some propertiesof the linearized operators arising in this problem.Keywords: Stokes problem, Osseen problem, Maximal operator, Lizorkin multiplier,strong solution, weak solution, Paley-Littlewood theory.21



[1℄ R.Farwig, M.Krbe, S.Neasová, A Weighted-Lq Approah to Stokes Flow Arounda Rotating Body, Preprint Nr. 2422, November 2005, TH Darmstadt[2℄ S. Kramar, S.Neasová, P.Penel, On the Weak solution to the Osseen-Type problemArising from Flow around a Rotating Rigid Body in the Whole Spae, Preprint 2006[3℄ R.Farwig, M.Krbe, S.Neasová, A Weighted-Lq Approah to Osseen Flow Arounda Rotating Body, Preprint Nr. 2490, January 2007, TH Darmstadt
zzzzzzzzz26 Variational approximation of anisotropi geometri evolu-tion equationsRobert NürnbergImperial CollegeLondon, UKrobert.nurnberg�imperial.a.ukWe present a variational formulation of fully anisotropi motion by surfae di�usionand mean urvature �ow, as well as related �ows. The proposed sheme overs both thelosed urve ase, and the ase of urves that are onneted via triple juntion points.On introduing a parametri �nite element approximation, we prove stability bounds andreport on numerial experiments, inluding regularized rystalline mean urvature �owand regularized rystalline surfae di�usion. The presented sheme has very good prop-erties with respet to the distribution of mesh points and, if appliable, area onservation.
zzzzzzzzz27 Large Mean �eld models for self interating partilesExistene and asymptotis of solutions of the Debye-Nernst-Plank systemin R

2Mihaª OlehUniwersytet WroªawskiWroªaw, PolandMihal.Oleh�math.uni.wro.plWe analyse the large time behavior of solutions of a system of partial di�erential equa-tions desribing the time evolution of a loud of eletrially harged partiles. This prob-lem, whih was formulated in the XIXth entury by Nernst and Plank as a drift-di�usionsystem, was investigated thoroughly and a large bibliography around this topi is avail-able. However, this long history and the number of di�erent approahes did not answerall the questions and there are still some open problems of fundamental nature.Using methods of funtional analysis, ordinary di�erential equations and �xed point22



theorems in various funtion spaes, we prove the existene of global in time solutions.Moreover, we desribe the large time asymptoti behavior of suh solutions as t tends toin�nity. We are partiularly interested in the two-dimensional ase, when the system isonsidered in the whole spae R
2. We show that in the speial ase of small initial ondi-tions the large time behavior of the solutions muh di�ers from the higher-dimensionalase.The analysis of the problem whih we present here does not lose all the sienti� hal-lenges around this issue. For example, one of the still open questions is to desribe theasymptoti behavior of the solutions without the mass onstraint in the two-dimensionalsystem.

zzzzzzzzz28 Nonloal behaviour of rystalline urvature �owMaurizio PaoliniUniversità Cattolia di BresiaBresia, Italypaolini�dmf.uniatt.itThe well-known mean urvature �ow for an interfae is governed by an evolution lawwhih is paraboli in type and share many ommon features with the heat equation. Inan anisotropi setting we an still de�ne a orresponding urvature �ow, onsistent withthe anisotropi version of surfae energy. In this ontext, anisotropy is de�ned by a normwith a unit ball whih is required to be regular and stritly onvex.Crystalline anisotropy orresponds to a faeted unit ball, and in this ase appropriatede�nition of "rystalline" �ow is not ompletely obvious.One property that we de�nitely want to preserve in the rystalline ase is a ompar-ison priniple whih states that a set ontained into a bigger set, both with boundaryevolving by urvature �ow, will remain inside the evolving larger set for all times.The rystalline evolution law is nonloal in the sense that the loal veloity willdepend on the shape of the surfae far away. A quik example is given by an evolving(admissible) faeted surfae, in whih ase the veloity of motion of an internal point ina faet will depend on the shape of the whole faet.Another somehow unespeted feature, spei� of the 3D evolution, is the possibilityof bending of faets, whih an lead to nontrivial evolution even starting from onvexadmissible sets.The speial ase of a ylindri anisotropy is also disussed.
zzzzzzzzz
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29 Calium waves with mehano-hemial ouplingsBogdan Ka¹mierzak & Zbigniew Peradzy«skiUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, Polandzperadz�mimuw.edu.plCalium waves in ells and tissues play ruial role in ommuniation between di�erentregions of a ell or between ells. We are mainly interested in the in�uene of ouplingbetween hemial and mehanial e�ets on the existene and properties of suh waves.It is known that mehanial stresses ativate the release of alium from internal stores.Mathematially, we have to deal with a system of reation-di�usion equations for thealium and various bu�er proteins onentrations, oupled with the equations of thebalane of mehanial fores in the tissue. We have shown that this system has solutionsin the form of travelling waves, provided the stresses are not too large. We study alsothe existene of more omplex solutions representing the merging of two travelling waves.
zzzzzzzzz30 Stationary ompressible Navier-Stokes system with slip bound-ary onditions in a squarePiotr B. Muha & Tomasz PiasekiUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, PolandWe onsider a stationary ompressible Navier-Stokes system with slip boundary on-ditions in a square domain Q ⊂ R

2. We show the existene of a solution in a lass
(W 2

p (Q))2×W 1
p (Q) that an be regarded as a small perturbation of a onstant �ow. Theproof is divided into three steps. Fistly we use standard energy methods to obtain aprioribounds on H1-norm of the veloity and L2-norm of the pressure. Next we introdue theHelmholtz deomposition to derive estimates on W 2

p -norm of the veloity and W 1
p -normof the pressure. Finally we use these apriori estimates and the Friedrihs' lemma aboutommutators to show the existene.

zzzzzzzzz
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31 Global and loal existene of strong solutions to a visoelas-ti �uid modelMilan Pokorný & Ond°ej KremlCharles UniversityPraha, Czeh Republipokorny�karlin.mff.uni.zWe onsider a model for visoelasti �uid, reently studied in the papers [1℄ and [2℄.The studied model is a suitable reformulation of the Oldroyd model. In this talk weshow existene of a strong solution (loal in time and global in time, provided the dataare su�iently small) under less restritive onditions on the initial veloity than pre-sented in the papers ited above.[1℄ Lin, F., Liu, C. and Zhang, P.: On hydrodynamis of visoelasti �uids, Comm. PureAppl. Math. 58 (2005) 1437�1471.[2℄ Chen, Y. and Zhang, P.: The global existene of small solutions to the inompressiblevisoelasti �uid system in 2 and 3 spae dimensions, Comm. Partial Di�. Equations 31(2006) 1793�1810.
zzzzzzzzz32 Qualitative behaviour of Stefan problems with surfae ten-sionJan PrüssUniversitat Halle-WittenbergHalle, Germanyjan.pruess�mathematik.uni-halle.deWe show strong well-posedness of Stefan problems with surfae tension, loally in time,and disuss the indued semi�ow on a natural phase manifold. In ontrast to the lassialStefan problem, in presene of surfae tension there are nontrivial equilibra whih onsistof families of spheres. We investigate stability of suh equilibria and prove onvergeneof solutions to Stefan problems with surfae tension as time approahes in�nity. This isbased on a new Ljapunov funtional for the problem.
zzzzzzzzz
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33 On two models of hemotaxisAndrzej Razy«skiUniwersytet WroªawskiWroªaw, PolandAndrzej.Razynski�math.uni.wro.plIn the talk we want to present the existene of the solutions of two models of hemotaxis:paraboli-ellipti
ut = ∆u−∇(u∇φ)

∆φ+ u = 0and paraboli-paraboli with parameter ε
ut = ∆u−∇(u∇φ)

εφt = ∆φ+ u.We prove the existene of solutions in the spae of pseudomeasures for two-dimensionalase. Additionally we prove the onvergene (with ε → 0) the solutions of paraboli-paraboli problem to solutions of paraboli-ellipti one.
zzzzzzzzz34 The Laplae equation in weighted spaes - existene of so-lutionsJoanna RenªawowizMathematial Institute, PASWarsaw, PolandJ.Renlawowiz�impan.gov.plWe study the existene of solutions in weighted Sobolev spaes. It is assumed that theweight is the distane to the plane x3 = 0 in a positive power µ.
zzzzzzzzz35 Zygmund spaes, invisid limit and uniqueness of Euler �owsPiotr B. Muha & Walter M. RusinUniversity of MinnesotaMinneapolis, USArusin018�umn.eduThe result is an improvement of the lassial uniqueness results for the inompress-ible Euler system in the n dimensional ase assuming ∇uE ∈ L1(0, T ;BMO(Ω)), only.26



Moreover, the rate of onvergene for the invisid limit of solutions to the Navier-Stokesequations is obtained, under same regularity of the limit Eulerian �ow. A key elementof the proof is a logarithmi inequality between the Hardy H1 and L1 spaes whih is aonsequene of the basi properties of the Zygmund spae L lnL.
zzzzzzzzz36 A simple ase of the driven singular mean urvature �owin the planeYoshikazu Giga & Piotr RybkaUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, Polandrybka�hydra.mimuw.edu.plIn many free boundary problems (FBPs) the interfae evolves aording to the Gibbs-Thomson law with kineti underooling. We have in mind growth of ie from vapor orgrowth of rystals from solution. Mathematially, the Gibbs-Thomson relation is a drivenmean urvature �ow for the interfae. In the problems mentioned above the underlyingsurfae energy density funtion γ is of poor regularity, hene we are lead to onsidersingular mean urvature. The driving term is the oupling to the di�usion �eld (e.g.supersaturation or temperature). However, in the present problem, we assume that it isgiven and enjoys some monotoniity property, whih is valid in the full FBP.We study the dynamis of the driven singular mean urvature �ow in the plane iffuntion γ is pieewise linear and its Wul� shape of a retangle. We are mostly interestedin the evolution of losed Lipshitz urves whih are slight perturbations of retangles.We show existene of solutions for a generi driving satisfying the mentioned abovemonotoniity property. However, our fous is a ariature of a singular urvature �ow inthe plane Piotr B. Muha and Piotr RybkaWe study a simplifying version of the singular weighted mean urvature �ow in theplane. The equation preserves the singular harater of the original system and behaveroughly like
ut − δ0(ux)uxx = 0.We show existene and uniqueness of weak solutions. Our main results are on preiseregularity of a lass of solutions whih we all `almost lassial'. We study formation of�at faets, their interation and asymptoti behavior. the proess of bending of initially�at faets.The motivation for the present hoie of the Wul� shape omes from the fat that aretangle is a ross-setion of a irular ylinder (whih is an approximation to a hexag-onal prism being the equilibrium shape of ie) with a plane ontaining the symmetry axis.
zzzzzzzzz27



37 Singular Limits for the Two-Phase Stefan ProblemJuergen SaalUniversitaet KonstanzKonstanz, GermanyJuergen.Saal�uni-konstanz.deThe Stefan problem is a model for phase transitions in liquid-solid systems (e.g. wa-ter and ie). Here we are espeially interested in the justi�ation of the lassial model(lassial Stefan problem) as an approximation of the Stefan problem with surfae ten-sion and/or kineti underooling.More preisely, we examine the behavior of the solution (u,Γ) (u temperatur, Γ freeinterfae) of the two-phase Stefan problem, if surfae tension σ and kineti underooling
γ (separately or simultaneously) tend to zero. It is a well known fat that both of themhave a regularizing e�et on the free interfae. In other words the regularity lass of thesolution (u,Γ) depends on the presene of surfae tension and/or kineti underooling,hene the limits σ → 0 and γ → zero are singular.In my talk I am going to present how strong onvergene of the solution in the or-responding topology of the limit solution for singular limits of the above type an beobtained. This, for instane, justi�es the lassial Stefan problem to be a reasonableapproximation of the Stefan problem with Gibbs-Thomson orretion, if surfae tensionis small. This is a joint projet with Jan Prüÿ (Halle) and Gieri Simonett (Nashville).

zzzzzzzzz38 Continuous dependene for solution lasses of Euler-Lagrangeequations generated by onvex energies with linear growthKen ShirakawaKobe UniversityKobe, Japansirakawa�s.kobe-u.a.jpIn this session, let us �x onstants 0 < κ << L < +∞ to onsider the following in-lusions, denoted by (P )ε (0 < ε < 1) and (P )0

(P )ε (wε) ∈ −κ

(

Dwε
√

ε2 + |Dwε|2

)

x

+ ∂I[−1,1](wε) in L2(0, L),

(P )0 (w) ∈ −κ

(

Dw

|Dw|

)

x

+ ∂I[−1,1](w) in L2(0, L),subjet to homogeneous Neumann boundary onditions, where I[−1,1] denotes the indi-ator funtion on the ompat interval [−1, 1], and ∂I[−1,1] denotes its subdi�erential.28



Inlusions (P )ε (0 < ε < 1) and (P )0 are respetively Euler-Lagrange equations ofappropriate energy funtions, inluding onvex funtions with linear growth:
Vε(z) :=

∫ L

0

√

ε2 + |Dz|2 := sup

{
∫ L

0

(εφ0 + zφx)dx|φ0, φ ∈ C1
c (0, L), |φ2

0 + φ2|C[0,L] ≤ 1

}

,

(0 < ε < 1)and V0(z) :=
∫ L

0
|Dz|dx, ∀z ∈ L2(0, L), where ∫ L

0
|Dz|dx denotes the total variationof z.Here the energy funtion for (P )0 is supposed to be a possible free energy in solid-liquid phase transition, and then the inlusion (P )0 just orresponds to the steady-stateproblem in the phenomena. On the other hand, the sequene {Vε|0 < ε < 1} oftenappears as an approximation of total variation V0, and atually Vε onverges to V0 on

L2(0, L) in the sense of Moso, as εց 0. Hene we �gure out that inlusion (P )0 an beregarded as limiting problem of inlusions (P )ε as ε ց 0, and the represented situationby eah of (P )ε is to be some regularized version of that by the limiting problem (P )0.Reently the strutural analysis for solutions of (P )0 has been developed, and thereported results have enabled us to see onrete steady-states in phase transitions, rep-resented by the problem (P )0. Therefore, applying similar approah to problems (P )ε,we an expet a preise observation of the situation that solutions w of (P )0 are approx-imated by solutions wε of (P )ε as ε ց 0.The objetive of this session is on the basis of the above expetation. Then, the mainfous od the disussion will be onerned with:(a) strutural analysis for solutions of the approximating inlusions (P )ε; (0 <
ε < 1)(b) ontinuous dependene between the solution lass (P )0, and the limit of thesolution lasses of (P )ε as εց 0.Consequently, the approximating situation, pointed above, will be exatly demostratedby means of analytial methods in set valued analysis.

zzzzzzzzz39 Existene of solutions to non-Newtonian �ow in generalizedOrliz spaesAgnieszka �wierzewska�Gwiazda & Piotr GwiazdaUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, Polandaswierz�hydra.mimuw.edu.plpgwiazda�hydra.mimuw.edu.plWe will present existene results for non-Newtonian �uids with the stress tensor ofvery fast (faster than polynomial) and non-homogenous (in x) growth. Consequently
Lp spaes framework is not suitable to formulate growth onditions of the stress tensor.Instead, the onept of the so-alled N-funtion is introdued, whih leads to the de�ni-tion of the generalized Orliz spae (known also as the Musielak�Orliz spae). Example29



of the generalized Orliz spaes are the spaes Lp(x). They onstitute the appropriateframework in analysis of situations when we deal with a problem of modeling stronglyinhomogeneous physial behavior � like the so-alled eletrorheologial �uids.Part of the di�ulties in mathematial analysis of suh models are aused by thegeneralized Orliz spaes themselves. Although they reate a natural framework for suhanalysis, they exhibit new problems arising from the fast growth of an N-funtion, likethe lak of re�exivity of the spae or the lak of the density of smooth funtions. Theliterature provides numerous results on the existene of solutions to abstrat ellipti andparaboli problems in Orliz spaes, but the framework of Musielak-Orliz spaes fornon-Newtonian �ows is still a developing �eld.
zzzzzzzzz40 Quasilinear paraboli equation oupled with o.d.e. Modelof morphogen gradient formationDariusz WrzosekUniwersytet WarszawskiWarsaw, Polanddarekw�mimuw.edu.plThe talk is related to a joint work with Ph. Laurençot and P. Krzyżanowski. We onstruta model desribing the transport of morphogen - a hemial signaling positional infor-mation to ells in a developing tissue. The model ouples nonlinear degenerate paraboliequation (with hemotaxis term) with o.d.e. The system is de�ned on an interval withmixed Dirihlet-Neumann onditions at the ends. Existene-uniqueness of solutions aswell as their long time behaviour are studied. Then properties of numerial solutions areanalyzed.
zzzzzzzzz41 Subi�erential Operator Approah to Optimal Problems of Allen-Chan Equation with ConstraintTakeshi Ohtsuka, Ken Shirakawa & Noriaki YamazakiMuroran Institute of TehnologyMuroran, Japannoriaki�mmm.muroran-it.a.jpWe onsider a one dimensional Allen-Cahn equation assoiated with the total variationenergy:

(P )

{

wt − κ
(

wx

|wx|

)

x
+ ∂I[−1,1](w) ∋ w + u in QT := (0, T ) × (0, 1),

(B.C.) + (I.C.), 30



where T and κ are positive onstants, u(t, x) is a given funtion on QT , and the onstraint
∂I[−1,1](.) is the subdi�erential of an indiator funtion I[−1,1](.) de�ned by

I[−1,1](z) :=

{

0 if z ∈ [−1, 1],

+∞ otherwise.The main objet to this talk is to onsider an optimal ontrol problem of (P ) asfollows:Problem (OP): Find the optimal ontrol u∗ ∈ L2(QT ) suh that
J(u∗) = inf

u∈L2(QT )
J(u).Here, J(u) is the ost funtional de�ned by

J(u) :=
1

2

∫

QT

|(w − wg)(t, x)|
2dxdt+

1

2

∫

QT

|u(t, x)|2dxdtwhere u ∈ L2(QT ) is the ontrol, w is a unique solution to the state problem (P ) withthe soure ontrol funtion u, and wg is a given target pro�le in L2(QT ).In this talk, we shall show the following:(i) The existene of an optimal ontrol to Problem (OP ).(ii) The relationship between the original problem (OP ) and its approximating problem.(iii) The optimality ondition for the ontrol problem (OP ).[1℄ I. Pawªow, Optimal ontrol of two-phase Stefan problems -numerial solutions, pp.179-206, In Optimal ontrol of partial di�erential equations, II (Oberwolfah, 1986), In-ternat. Shriftenreihe Numer. Math,. Vol. 78, Birkhäuser, Basel, 1987.[2℄ K. Shirakawa, Asymptoti onvergene of p-Laplae equations with onstraint as ptends to 1, Math. Methods Appl. Si., 25(2002), 771-793.
zzzzzzzzz42 Global Regularity of the Superritial 2D Quasi-GeostrophiEquation for Small Initial DataXinwei YuUniversity of California, LALos Angeles, USAxinweiyu�math.ula.eduThe 2D Quasi-Geostrophi equation desribes the motion of �uid on a rotating surfae,and has been found to be mathematially related to the 3D inompressible Navier-Stokes31



and Euler equations. In this talk, we disuss some global regularity result when the initialdata is small for the superritial Quasi-Geostrophi equation whose dissipation term isweaker than the onvetion term.
zzzzzzzzz43 Long time regular solutions to the Navier-Stokes equationsin an axially symmetri domainWojieh Zaj¡zkowskiMathematial Institute, PASWarsaw, Polandwz�impan.gov.plWe onsider the Navier-Stokes motion in a bounded axially symmetri domain and withslip boundary onditions. We prove the existene of long time regular solutions underassumptions that azymutal omponents and azymutal derivatives of initial veloity andthe external fore are su�iently small in some norms. The existene is proved by theLeray-Shauder �xed point theorem.
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